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1.Belgianimportrestrictions (L/1340 and MGT(60)76)

The CHAIRMAN said that the fifth annual report submitted by the Government
of Belgium under the Decision of 3 December 1955 had been distributed in document
L/1340; accompanying statistical data had been made available in document
MGT(60)76.

Mr. DE SMET (Belgium) recalled that, as announced at the sixteenth session,
Belgium had liberalized a series of agricultural products on 1 April 1960. Further
measures of liberalization affecting a number of products, some of which would be
of interest to many contracting parties, would be applied from 1 January 1961.
Mr. de Smet, having outlined other main features of the report, mentioning in
particular paragraphs 2 and 3, said that the agricultural situation in Belgium had
not improved very much as compared with the situation reflected in the reports
submitted in earlier years. In stressing his Government's intention to continue
its efforts to achieve the progressive relaxation and elimination of the remaining
restrictions, Mr. de Smet said that it was intended to eliminate some restrictions
before the submission of his Government's next annual report.
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Mr. ADAIR (United States), having welcomed the announcement that some
thirty-two items listed. in the report submitted by the Belgian Governnment would
be liberalized on 1 January 1961, went on to express the concern of his delega-
tion regarding the application of the system of varitable import levies, not only
in Belgium, but also in other GATT countries, incIuding those where the adoption
of the system was contemplated. It seemed clear to the United States delegation
that such a system eliminated the benefits of competition and specialization
which formed the basis of a multilatei .1 trading system and, when it served
unduly to insulate a market from the competition of world prices, it was out of
harmony with the principles underlying the GATT and with the GATT objective for
the expansion of world trade.

MR. TAYLOR (New Zealand) expressed his delegation's disappointment that
there had been no relaxation of restrictions at all in the dairy sector. On
the assumption that the report submitted by the Belgian Government would be
submitted to a working party, it was his deegation's hope that the working
party would also study the situation which arose from the imposition of import
levies by Belgium which, tc a considerable extent,detracted from the benefits
of liberalization. in New Zealand's viee the use cf these levies hardly con-
formed with the obligation under the waiver to eliminate restrictions on import
trade as, in fact, their effect on trade could be as damagingas the restrictions
previously in existence. Continuing, Mr. Taylor said that it was most dis-
appointing that the Belgian authorities had net yet been able to establish a
programme for the eventual removal of the remaining;in the absence
of such a programme it was difficultfor the contracting parties to know whether
relaxation would, in fact: take place. In the viewof his delegation, a country
beaefiting from a waiver of this sort, if it were unable to relax restrictions
completely, should atleast be prepared to establish minimum global quotas and
provision for agreed annual increases -Until their removalon the expiry of the
waiver.

Mr. WARREN (Canada) stressed the need for the Belgian Governemnt to make
greater progress in the relaxation and elimination of the restrictions under
discussion. Like other delegations, the Canadian delegation very much regretted
that, for items liberalized earlier in 1960, quantitative restrictions were
replaced by import levies which really representedreplacing one trade barrier
by another. While recognizing the dificulties faced in the agricultural field, ld,
both by Belgium and by otheountries, his delegation were n w dppointednte
t Belgium's approachto the the stabiliation cfrmincomes cone nued to to be
based on such a espread system ofimport control.ntrl

MHILLIPS IIAS (Èalia;li-) whilecoming the c t. furtheasures of s of liberaliza-
tion envisaged for 1 January 1961, stressed. elegation's concorn that thet Bclgium
was still not in a positionestablish a programme am;m for the removal of the
remaining restrictionH. delegation were ter also concerned by the implications
of the statement on page 8 of the rtpoo- he effectfocu that the principal object
of the Belgian Gnveriment's agricultural policy wasmee mLet domestic demand.
Such a policy, if adopted also byeothor countries. would have unfnrturate
repercussions on the concept and promotion of an expansion Of international
trade. Oe tho other haAu, itstrawelcomedccme the statemen sation tien 6 of the
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report that the Belgian Government would persist in its efforts aiming at the
gradual elimination of the remaining restrictions. In conclusion, Mr. Phillips
said his delggation also regretted the introduction of the use of variable
import levies which was simply another obstacle to trade and which could
present particular difficulties for distant overseas suppliers in view of the
uncertainty which was attached to the size of' the market.

Mr. THRANE (Dernmark), having welcomed the announcementin the Belgian
report concerning further measures of liberalization on 1 January 1961, asked
for confirmation that the removal of the restrictions concerned would not be
followed by a system of variable import levies as had been the case for products
liberalized earlier this year. His delegation agreed with others that the
substitution of one kind of restriction by another meant that real access te the
market was not, giver. to exporting countries. Mr. Thrane said that his delegation
were also disappointed to sec that the Belgian Government had not so far been able
to establish a workable programme for the, elimination of the remaining restrictions.

Mr. DE SMET (Belgium) confirmed tho assumption of the representative of
Denmark that the liberalization measures to be taken in January 1961 would not
be followed by the imposition of import levies. He went on to stress that, in
the view of his delegation, it would be inappropriate end outside its terms of
reference for the working party to make an examination of the Belgian variable
import levies, such as had been suggested during the discussion. In this
connexion he would recall the explanations given by Belgian representatives
to a special group at the time the fourth report of his Govrnment was under
consideration and to the considerable amount of information likewise provided
at the time of Committee II's consultation with Belgium. There would seem to
be little to be gained from going over the some ground again..

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the report submitted by the Belgian Government
should be referred to the Working Party on Agricultural Waivers and that the
following paragraph should be added to the Working Party's terms of reference:

"To examine the fifth annual report (L/1340) by the Government of
Belgium under the Decision of 3 December 1955 and to report thereon
to the CONTRACTING PARTIES. "

This was agreed.

2. Programme for expansion of international trade (L/1326, L/1321, W.17/11)

The CHAIRMAN said that, when the adoption of the agenda was under discussion
at the first meeting,, he .had recalled that the CONTRACTING PARTIES had decided,
when inaugurating the programme for the expansion of international trade at the
thirteenth session, that they would themselves co-ordinate and supervise the
work of the three Committees. During the discussion, therefore, delegations
would be able to comment on the progress achieved under the programme as a whole,
including the tariff negotiations as well as the reports of Committees II and III.
The Chairman alsodrew attention to document W.17/11 which had been subhmiteed by

a group of less-developedcountries.
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Mr. TAYLOR (Iew Zealand), acting Chairman of Committee II, said that the
Committee had had only one meeting intersessionally since the submission of
its lest report to the CONRACTING PARTIES.. At that meeting consultations had
been held with Israul end Ghana. The meeting held in October had, in addition
to a consultation with Cembodia, been taken up with an analysis, on a global
basis, of the effects of individual agricultural policies and systems on intor-
national trade in the major group of products which had been under consideration
bythe Committee during the country concultations. During the meeting, the
Committee had discussions on dairy products, meat, cereals and fish and had
begun a review of sugar; it postponed the discussion on vegetable oils and the
remainder of the discussion on sugar until a future meeting. Having referred
to the documents prepared by the secretariat, Mr. Taylor said that, assisted by
the information continued in these documents, there had been a valuable exchange
of views, although the discussion of the individual products might not have
proceeded as far as some members of the Committee might have wished. Mr. Taylor
went on to say that drafts for inclusion in the third report of the Committee
had been submitted by a number of delegations and it was his hope that, when the
Committee discussed the proposed report at a meeting which was expected to take
place in February 1961, it would be possible to make considerable progress on a
practical basis in reaching agreements on methods for dealing with problems
relating to individual products. In conclusion, Mr Taylor referred to the
meeting held at the end of September by a small group of exerts to undertake
a study of the possibility of measuring agricultural protection. The appoint-
ment of the small group had been suggested by the Committee in its second report
and the group had submitted an intorim report to the Committee's meeting in
October. The Committee had considered the report and had agreed with the group
that pilot studies should be undertaken to confirm. the feasibility of procedures
which the group believed would give the best promise of success in measuring
agricultural protection.

Baron VON PLATEN (Sweden) presented the report of Committee III. The full
text ofLaron von Platen's statementhas been distributed indocument W.17/31.

Mr. SWAMINATHAN (India), in reference to Committee I, said that, particularlyas a result of the discussions at the fifteenth session, India had received some
satisfaction inasmuch as procedures of tariff negotiation had beenevelvedwhichvclvcd which
tountsome of the difficulties of theless-developed countries in countries i
paMr. Swaminathan then referredto the current tariff noee'rrt tari,gotitions
wipean Economic Community.cmic Cacrbeen claimed, said,that theid, thlat thhighonomic generatedbytheestablishmentoftheCommunityemnt cf ecnnt Cf thi; Ccr=.nity
acting parties and the Inil ocnt'lagation had ius and. Indian deieaticn ha.d
neat the tariffinegotiationswiththe Community.r;tin-tics til ,e Colir2unit
tunity of adjusting its commercial relatins withtinr- itS cc-^ rrociai relation
rs of the iommunity.Further,it was also natural y. if;rtl:r, itb "x cisc n,-tur
rt these negotiationsfroma positionnot less : ±.;t n frorD position o-
ition vis-a-vis these countries and that itw9o7u,d t`.So CuL rties ind lhe t wcd,
ion,s have some gains to shwo.Anexeminatin s oonî- st--c *^ i i
arrangements ofthe Community had,however,ofrr' uc-ou-t; cf 'n Ccr1rnii< hovieVor,
is expectation. It appeared that ratrdtc v--ictc.tic. . It r..rer that
gotiations would be somewhat unfavourablen .tî1lions uru.la:o s ievLut unfavo,'ible
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in some directions compared with its position previously and that its general
position would be particularly unfavourable as regards the simpler types of
manufactures. He hoped the Community would take account of these considerations
which, he said applied, with necessary modifications, to the 1961 round of nego-
tiations as well

Having stressed the importaanceof the agricultural question, Mr. Swaminathan
said that the work of Committee II had been fruitful, at least to the extent that
procedures had been evolved which would make possible a continuous and careful
examinationof the problem with a view to seeking generally acceptable solutions.
In this connexion, he would like to refer to restrictions maintained by a number
of industrialized countries on items like vegetable oils in the name of protecting
domestic agriculture, although, in several cases, there would appear to be no
justification for such protection.

Commenting on the work of Committee III, which was of special significance
for India. Mr. Swaminathan said that the Committee's activities were gathering
impetus although the less-developed countries as a whole felt there had so far
been little tangible material progress in the removal of impediments which
hindered their exports. Mr. Swaminathan went on to refer to the joint note W.17/11
submitted by the less-developed countries for the consideration of the CONTACTING
PARTIES. There was, he maintained, nothing revolutionary or illogical in this
document. In this connexion, he quoted extracts from the New York Herald Tribune
of 9 November reporting a statement by the President of the Renault automobile
company. This statement contained an appeal to the United States not to build
small cars comparable to those which Europe exported to the United States;
inter alia the statement referred to the desirability of not depriving Europe
of the long-range market for small cars in the United States and to the principle
that the United States and Europe should each buy from the other the goods
in which they were specialists. This concept, Mr. Swaminathan said, was the kind
of thing which, in a different context, the less-developed countries had been
pressing for, 1he preamble to GATT mentioned as an objective of the CONTRACTING
PARTIES, not only the exchange of goods but also the full use of the resources of
the world and expanding production. While there was general acceptance of the
need to assist the less-developed countries urgently to increase their export
earnings and thus lay the foundations for rapid economic advance this acceptance
had not been translated into action. The less-developed countries had asked tnat
high tariffs, quantitative restrictions, mixing regulations, monopoly arrangements,
subsidies and other problems which affected their experts should be tackled
energetically. It was a fact that the gap between the industrialized countries
and the less-developed countries was still widening. There were human and
political implications to this situation which needed urgent and effective
attention. The failure of the efforts of the less-developed countries to increase
their export earnings would inevitably lead to their continuing and even accentua-
ting restrictive import policies. There was already a tendency for the less-
developed countries to orientate their economic develo-pent towards imporL saving
rather than export promoting. This was to some extent a direct consequence of the
need for the less-developed countries to save on the expenditure of their meagre
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foreign exchange resources. Any continuation of the present situation in
regard to exports from the less-developed countries would compel them, in their
efforts to find resources for the investment required for their economic develop-
ment, to indulge ir. quantitative restrictions, monopoly practices, subsidies,
etc. The effectiveness or otherwise of action taken by the CONTRACTING PARTIES
and, in particular, by the more industrialized GATT members, would determine
the pattern and future shape of the economies of the less-developed countries.
The choice was between, on the one hand, encouraging these countries from now
on, in their evolution, to develop into economies based on a diversified
rational international. division of labour and a free and expanding exchange of
goods and services and, on the other, compelling them to develop into more or
less closed systems, with a near-self-sufficient, continental type of economt
based on a restricted and limited trading system.

Mr. DE LAFUENTE LOCKER said that the fourth report of Commiittee III was
of particular importance to Peru. The Committee had studied problems which for
a long tine had been affecting the economies of the primary-exporting countries
but the fact remained that there was little progress to show. Xt was true
that some of the higher industrialized countries had removed quantitative
restrictions not justified under the GiTT but internal taxes, in some cases
high tariff levels, continued to impede the development of the exports of the
less-developed countries. This situation presented social and other problems
for countries such as Peru where population pressures were increasing, The
situation demanded international economic cooperation aimed at avoiding the
obstacles to commodity trade resulting front, protectionist legislation and
subsidies in the highly industrialized countries. Mr. de la Fuente Locker
pointed out that, for the highly industrialized countries which pursued thes3
restrictive protectionist policies, trade in primary commodities did not have
the same great significance as it did for the. less-developed countries, bearing
in mind the difference in the percentage of total trade which commodity trade
represented in the case of these two types of economies. For the less-developed
countries, even small commodity price fluctuations could mean the difference
between a crisis or a prospering economy. At the same time, the process of
industrialization in the less-developed countries required as a prerequisite
a policy of price stability and access to markets free from restrictions. It
seemed to his delegation that there did not exist a sufficiently deep under-
standing for the problems faced by the less-developed countries. There was
recognition of the existence of these problems, but satisfactor, ,raf. ua
results did not seem to have materialized. There was a tendency either to
propose theoretical solutions or to seek partial, marginal, remedies. Despite
the prosperous economic situation of the industrialized countries, insufficient
efforts to remove restrictions had been made. Mr. de la Fuente Locker pointed
to the efforts his country had made to avoid restrictive measures such as high
tariffs and internal taxes and mentioned its participation in international
attempts to find a solution to the problems affecting lead and zinc,

In conclusion, Mr. de la Fuente Locker said that the time had come to give
the GATT programme for the expansion of trade practical application. Solutions
must be found particularly insofar as the problems of the less--developed
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countries were concerned. It was to be hoped that, with the assistance of
document W.17/11, the highly industrialized countries would see their way clear
to taking the practical setps that were necessary.

MR. NASRUDDIN (Malaya) said that his delegation likewise regretted that
the results of the work of Committee III had not been all that had been expected.
Having referred to document W.17/11, to which Malaya subscribed, Mr. Nasruddin
went on to give certain statistics relating to the less-developed countries.
he said that the combined trade of the countries .which had subscribed to
document W.17/11represented about 12 per cent of the total trade of all thé
contracting parties and it was noteworthy that these eighteen countries repre-
sented 14 per cent of the total GATT membership. The eighteen countries
concerned were producers of raw materials and depended primarily on the exports
of these commodities. The needs of these countries posed. a problem as well as
a challenge. Disregarding humanitarain considerations, there was the important
practical fact that the population ot these countries, amounting to 800 million,
was not an insubstantial market and even a modest increase in their export
earning would stimulate increased trade exchanges with the industrialized
countries.

Mr. Nasruddin, having stressed the importance of rubber and tin to
Malaya's economy, said that his Government was trying to diversify its outlets
for these products and was therefore anxious to see the removal of barriers
which at present existed in certain countries. As Malaya had also embarked on
an industrial development programme, he would urge the industrialized countries
to reconsider their attitude towards the problem of exports of industrial goods
from the less-developed countries. For the reasons which he had outlined, his
delegation strongly commended the recommendationos of Committee IIIas well as
the appeals of the less-developed countries set out in document W.17/11.

Mr. DARAMOLA (Nigeria), commenting on the report of Committee III, said
that his delegation agreed with the Committee's decision not to establish for
the present a third list of products for detailed examination. Such further
exarmlination would involve the danger that the basic problems which had been
,identified and stated light be obscured and even lost sight of. The attention
of the .Committee should now be focussed mainly on. finding out the extent to
which contracting parties had compliedor were complying, with the Committee's
recommendation referred to in paragraph 44 of its report (L/1321). Mr. Daramola
quoted this recommendation. The necessary procedure should take the form of
confrontation, of a country-by-country basis, in respect of specific commodities,
each contracting party's attention being drawn to the obstacles noted in the
commodity documents prepared b. the secretariat and categorical statements being
invited from that contracting party as to the specific steps it had taken to
reLove such obstacles and, if it had taken none, the reasons for the inaction.
Continuing, Mr. Daramola said his delegation considered that the less-developed
countries should themselves participate more fully in the work of Committee III
In order to give it a continuing firm sense of direction, based on their ovvn
Practical experience of the difficulties which the Committee was set up to
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overcome. Nigeria would like to serve on the Committee. Close association
with one another on the Committee would also enable the less-develoDed countries
to idcentify and formulate the problems facing them in achieving the objectives
set out in points 3 (a) and (b) of the basic work programme to which, his
delegation felt, attention should now be directed. Secondly, and in the long
terr, it appeared that the CONTRACTING PRTIES would sooner or later have to
consider, within the framework of the GATT, practical steps to rationalize the
productive capacity of the Member countries to ensure that, over an area the
boundaries of which were capable of progressive adjustment, competition was
replaced by cooperation. This would almost certainly involve on the part of
the industrialized countries an orderly but progressive withdrawal both from, the
primary processing of tropical agricultural produce, and from such light
manufactures as could be more cheaply produced for export by the less-developed
countries. His delegation recognized that this proposition posed a problem.
which, though long-term, rernained nevertheless very real. Implementation of
the proposition would need to be most carefully phased. The magnitude of the
problem was also recognized, but his delegation believed that its ultiiate
solution was not beyond the ingenuity of GATT.

Mr. ADAIR (United States), having referred ta the progress made by the
three Cornmittees set up under the GATT programme for the expansion of trade,
said that amy discussion of that programme must, under present circumstances,
take into account the great influence which the policies of the EEC woud have
upon the programme. Having welcomed the EEC's initiative in including an item
relating to the Rome Treaty on the agenda, Mr. Adair said his delegation would
look forward with particular interest to what was said concerning the Communityls
common agricultural policy, a matter which was important in connexion with
the Tariff Conference and also with the work of the Committees on trade expan-
sion. Mr. Adair went on t say that delegates might recall that, at the opening
of the Tariff Conference on 1 September 1960, the United States representative
had emphasized the inability of the United States tc reach a satisfactory
overall settlement in the first round of tariff negotiations unless the problems
relating to an important part of the agricultural sector were dealt with in
accordance with GATT principles. This issue had been and was currently being
discussed in the negotiations. In view of the importance of a liberal common
agricultural policy to third countries as well as to members of the Community,
the United States Government hoped that the European Economic Community- would
discuss its proposals for a common agricultural policy in the CATT before they
become established EECpolicy. Not only would the common agricultural policy
be of great significance to the members of the Community, but they would also
be highly relevant to all phases of the GATT programme for the expansion of
trade. Suitable opportunity to discuss the proposals could be afforded,
either at the seventeenth session or soon thereafter, perhaps in Committee II.
The United States delegation would therefore welcome an offer by the representa-
tives of the Community to discuss in the GATT,, at an early date, the Commis-
sion's proposals for a common agricultural policy.
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Mr. Adair then referred to the important question of the use of
Article KAVIII,Having explaned the reasonswhich . had led to the 'inclusion
of Article KAVIII ir the GATT, Mr, Adair said what it was never contemplated
that the Article would be used for general tariff increases. The overriding
concept remained that countries applying the GATT would continue their interest
in fostering further trade expansion through the lowering of tariffs and their
willingness to work to this end innegotiations pursuant to the GATT. In
actual practice, however, there app..ared to have been some ecent tendancy
to overlook this basic framework. Kotwithstandingthe substantial use imade
of Article KAVIII:since the close of last '"open season", fourteen
contracting parties had notified items to be renegotiated during the 1960
season. Among other different actions being taken by various contracting
parties under Article KKVII was the renegotiation of concessions affected by
tariff revisions, the withdrawal 0f substantialsegments of Schedules, an
increase intariffs onitemsformenly subject to quantitative restrictions,the
withdrawal of concessions as a precautionary measures, so as topermit a later
increase onthese items ifdesired and, finally, lexge-scale chages in
nomenclature, sometimesentailing substantial tariffincreasesnotmatchedby2 increases net reached by
ressed the need formore restraint in the use oif :e rostrait iii, the uef
idAjeopardizingthe whole programme for tariff 'the1VJhol. pr r-me for tf
prediction,

hich hadnowreached a crucial0 ùd nvow eaci e.a cruci stage in its
though the Committee hadnot yet completedteh tee hacincd yet ccrnple the
he first pahse of its assignment, the factssetf it.n aszEg-.te, t bhe s
pered for the Committee's useandsummarizedin-:th;CCnnit.tS sux.rmarzied in
ttee would us eoe cf a re . which tîeColimitte-o wDuluse as a basis for
oubt taht virtually all : n, 1afô 'Ltle doubt that virfu llj gover.-
o assist or suppor t theiragricul- arether tO zhsiete - su,'eir agricul-
uences of this , Mr> d tacnr zb-,rec. sons of ..e conseoifences cf t
ontervention. trade.-L -a;vc ditv:.teo r0>-"-vbatternr production and ùrade.
could not beuAir chnti. a1 t:'e _'i hlad ntened could not be

licies ofolely bD aQri. cL . _' . rc-tec j.i ,whi . -he p 1 z governments
iderations. ForouLd ro, ue goe:asc: sclely bvecbrycLlic orsidea.ticrns, F
these reasons, Coi-mibi-- TInTcL iÇcrLIedtCr nt. proceed. with careful
he facts the in cori-oehTrn :naiyS, wa tle rc&'tin±o, tflcfcthe
chit has -ad assar.blcd, =d the d-:ft out1in' of a rerort -hich it had
to be hoped iould 'e of alue o gc;ernnents anc 1OULC,b w;as to hrpe
untry who saw the engthen t 1*' -ï,ds cf those cit,'inaeeh ccuntm, whovrh w the
e sadvantages of hieh lev-els of pr--eceton fer ,gricrLt-rue anci w seeing
greater modest'?i'!tani11 , .1 SitIs

In .rsf'erer.c( to rttII Mi-. M1ad&aJtoatatdhe 'ciirit3 s
redort was of part cuJ.:r :t.tr-rst Cls coe:centreted C1 certain mu!nulfactur
goods and tock account cfL ti se ssibiltJes &.rA noccd for devilc:ping markts
fer these gGoods. wflich vIere within,he :rcao s-y ci s-eloss-dcountries
to produce; ½oth in tioss z,;atrîittTeon:selves cr-Ld -r- he indus+,4Lalzeod
countries. The r9ce`;wSc.'tec; r^ ent r rded ti v- J-* cf Cer2xit III
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as one of the most important current responsibilities of the CONTRACTING
PARTIES. Having commented on the fact that the indebtedness generated by
foreign aid had to bc serviced and that, in any case, it was not to be
expected that the gap between the less-developed countries' prospective
earnings and import requirements could be filled by aid alone, Mr. Adair
said that the United States considered that the initiative under Committee III
was the most important of all the general efforts being made by the interna-
tional community to alleviate the trade problems of the less-developed countries.
Stressing the unique character and critic, importance of the GATT programme
and the fact that the work of the Committee was intended to give impetus to
an urgent, extra effort by contracting parties, Mr. Adair said the programme
must not be allowed to fail. Mr. Adair went on to say that the United States
was reviewing such of its measures as might adversely affect the trade of less-
developed countries, with particular reference to those cited in Committee III,
for the purpose of determining where there was opportunity for early action
modifying or eliminating then. Those measures of the United States which had
been specifically cited in the Committee's report were generally such as could
not be altered without amending basic legislation or carrying out certain
administrative investigations which took time. Thus, it could not be predicted
what changes in existing measures affecting the trade of less-developed countries
might in time be possible. He could say that the question of modifying certain
other measures had been opened and that he hoped to be able to report further
progress in time. Further, he could assure the contracting parties that the
United States would continue to give its earnest attention to what could be
done to improve the trade prospects of the less-developed countries in United
States markets and elsewhere. His delegation hoped comparable assurances
could be given by other governments, particularly by the governments of
continental Europe.

Mr. DARKO-SARKWA (Ghana) said his delegation wished to place on. record
their dissatisfaction with the attitude shown so far towards the recommenda-
tions of Committee III by the industrialized countries. As his delegation
had frequently pointed out in the past the industrialized countries, in order
to show the sincerity of their professed interest in helping the less-developed
countries in their economic development, should reduce the high fiscal charges
and tariffs on imports from these countries, particularly on those basic
commodities which only these countries produced. So far as his delegation
could see, the industrialized countries had made little progress towards the
liberalization of imports from the less-developed countries. A further
examination by Committee III of the obstacles to the trade of the less-developed
countries in other products would be a waste of valuable time if, as a result,
the report of Committee III would have to be shelved and not implemented. His
delegation felt that the industrialized countries should take the Committee's
work seriously and begin to implement measures which would take account of the
recommendations of the Committee, thus demonstrasing their good faith as
regards assisting the less-developed countries to improve their capacity to
earn more revenue front exports so as to enable them to implement their economic
development plans.
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Mr. TOWNLEY (Rhodesia and Nyaseland) said that, while the report of
Committee III reflected a widespread awareness by all members of the Comrmittee
of the particular problems facing a large andgrowingnumber of individual
contracting parties, it had not been nearly so satisfactory in being able to
record any substantial progress in the way of positive action. 'The great
varicty in their patterns of production and stages of developmentmadethe mer.nt imdo th

g theless-developedprob1c-ics variedinnature e and fac _aiy varnature cnd
blems identified in the oblmmitte's present nti Coi.ïJlittec's Dres and
_carumentW.17/11,affected rene Federation and were thi ntd::rtion ccd. wr
roal and all of the otheromeblems of t1ha otlwinproolenms referred to il
l and urgent forother -;1 cnd urig;euitated ot countries associiutewith
documontpractical number wereDractecae sonutions wiur suggostcd il
documelegation commendedtotheCONTRACTINGPARTIES1, which his detoation c1ibCTI1 G P2TLS
with an crr.st requeand, even at the
cost of some sacrifice, put into effect. This would be the only practical way
in which the CONTRACTING PARTIES could give evidence of the sincerity of their
determination to reduce or removealtogetehr the obstacles row standing in the
way of the expansion of the export earnings of the less-developed countries
and the establishment of the conditions in which those countries could generate
the investment so vital to their progress and development.

Mr. TNANI (Tunisid) said that his delegation attached the greaetest
importance to its -forthcoming consultation with Committee II and to the work
of the Committee in general; in this connection Mr. Tnani mentioned the
difficulties Tunisia had with its agricultural exports, particularly wine.

In reference to the report of Committee III Mr. Tnani said his delegation
subscribed, in respect of manypoints, tq the conclusions contained in the
report. The endorsed the view that the industrialized countries should
adapt their tariffs so as to facilitate the entry of products from the less-
developed countries. The industriaiized countries should also, in the forth-
coming tariff negotiations, grant tariff concessions, not nccessari.Ly on a
reciprocal basis in respect of products of particular intrest to the less-
developud countries. Further, the. industrialized countries should accept the
fact that the 1ss-developed countries needed, not only to increase their
foreign exchange earnings from traditional exports, bue also to developtheir
,trade in other products, thus diversifying their economies Mr. Tnani vent
on to say that theindustrialized countries should inform Committee III of the
particular characteristics and needs of there. markets, whilehis delegation
welcomed the principle, whereby the under-developed countries would communicate
to the Committee information on their plans for industrial development. On
one point, however, Mr. Tnani said his delegation would have to reserve their
position; this was the suggestion that CommitteeIII Should not establish, for
the moment, a new list of products to be studied.In this connexion it would
be as wellto remember that somecountries had become GATT members after the
original lists hadbeen elaborated. Tunisia, for example, .as interested in
phosphates and cement; he hoped that the Commnitteewould reconsider their
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suggestion in the light of these considerations. In conclusion, Mr. Tnani
underlined the benefits which would result from, un increase in trade exchanges
between the less-developed countries themselves..

Mr. HARTOGH (Netherlands), speaking on behalf of the Member States cf
the European Economic Commnunitly, commentedon the report of Committee III.
The full text ofMr.Hartogh's statement has been distributed in document
W.17/25.

Mr. HIJZEN (Commission of the EuropeanEconomic Community) said that the
Community recognized that less-developed countries had difficulty in offering
tariff concessions which balanced those accorded by the developed countries.
In this connexion ho would recall the offer of a linear reduction of tariffs
made by te Community at the time of the Decision of the Council of Ministers
on 12 May 1960. This offer which, of course, applied to the second phase of
the tariff conference and which called for reciprocity, was in fact addressed
to other industrialized countries. It did not aim at strict reciprocity on
the part of the less-developed countries during the forthcoming multilateral
negotiations. In addition, the Community wished to recall that, in 1958, it
decided to extend to all third countries the benefit of tariff reductions
which the Member States had accorded to each other in their reciprocal trade,
provided that customs duties would not bo reduced bel the level of the
common tariff. In certain cases, tariff reductions had again been accorded
at the time of the second internal tariff reductions which took place on
1 July 1960. Finally, the Communicy wished to recall that, in the course of
renegotiations undertakon by less-developedcountries with a view to the
withdrawal of concessions under Article XXVIII, the Member Status had shown
understanding and had taken full account of the needs of the less-developed
countries to be able to have recourse in a flexiblemanner to tariff measures
bath for development and for fiscal purposes.

Moreover, in response to the wishes of the less-developed countries, the
Community did not exclude the possibility of its having, during the course
of the forthcoming negotiations, an exchange of tariff concessions with other
industrialized countries on products which were also of interest to the less-
developed countries.

Mr.SLAWAT (Indonesia), commenting on the future work of Committee III,
said that his delegation ofthe , oinion that there was no need at present
to establish a third list of products for detailed examination. The basic
features of the problems of the less-develored countries had already been
identified by Committee III and the most important thing, at the present time,
was to confront the highly industrializd countries with the problemas set
out in the Committee's report. Thereafter, the industrialized countries could
make the decision as regards their compliance with the recormendations put
forward by the Committee. Having referred to document W.17/11, which had the
full support of his delegations, Mr. Slawat stressed certain points which were
of particular significance for his delegation in view of the negotiations with
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the European Economic Community under article .IV:'. At the tirne the
CONTRACTING PARTIES original discussed -he Rome Treaty, his delegationhad
expressed unecasiness about the hightarift's on most of Indonesia's export
commodities He considered the present moment opportune to* draw the attention
of the CONTRACTING PARTIES again to this problem. In conclusion, Mr. Slawat
pointed to the unanimous view hold by the less-developed countries that, in
tariff negotiations, it should be recognized as on underlyiing principle that
reciprocal and equal concessions from the less-developed countries should not
be insisted upon by the industrialized countries.

Mr. RIZA (Pakistan) said be wished to emphasize a few aspects of cif
Commettec'IIIPportwhich,it seemed to him, needed a elearer understanding.tdin
First, countries stmaintaininginîn restrict tions shorealizeize that the output
oe tesD lss-dopedeventriesinthelcou case of mof cf itemsttoncerned ned was
limitedd ana removal of the restrictions would be very unlikely to kely result
la a sudexpansion of ion impowhichhich woulmagethe ecoe cnoonythebo importing
counArygradual ulu re oval of restrictions woued bc more likeoy te create a
greater rush of irnports.the light t of this consideration, be wculggestgest
contracting partiessparthoulde ghought to the possibility of experimentingpiwinting
with oncommoditisin this way.n the w2- Tic second pished e wà.shed to
rCphasiae was thmic,ecoeormmentvolopnent in AfAsia and î.si. could not be
cheeked; the cwouldies ivohe find tic, mthis for .hmentveloprone from ene
sanother. aniothùrs The eespeddevclocd countrees in thi orbit cf the free world
had pended on )cndee on thru sources fror financing their developmammesrogrmmres,
namely, direct aidsendly fountries,cuntris. long-term loans, and increases
in their foreign exchange earningsexpansionc.'ptheir of ticir ade.rt trêl.d
The forere two wbressarilyc,-sslril awaynot al-wns the most convenient methods
of financing, End theeloped evcl1cpd cwould es ieould certainly prefer it if the
latter source he expansion e;ansien export r oe:portouldde, wcild give
increasingly substantial resulhe . On hand, the deelopedeel dcvel countries
who wDre the actual or potential source of dioect aid cr loane would bc better
off if they were to concentrateing aleow,-i thc expanseon of thc expert trade
of thcelopedevclcopEdcountries axd gccemethingo:eLothinin return for their
outlay of finance.

Having said tproblem was not sowas not difficult ineth, casa of primary
commodities like cocee,and tea,where ia, h compwithion ivit domestically
produced produnot ariseloMr.isuMiza. ..,iedto the question of smanufacturesîuî`actu
whEre the situation- was likeldifferentiffrant.essedstrosscdethat thc time had
colreewhevelop dovuloned countrigiveust . vc thought to making adjustments in
teeir linos of production andlizingtheirin,-t industries and specializing
in those prequiringucelaboratelabrabo technicalknow-howJaoewhov ,nd euge invost-
mont cawital. eViih thi industwial grovehless-developed thl 1sscountries it
was natueconomicalonhat :i eha.counriesccuntri; should fient concDntrate on
developing industrwhichor eyh i thcDe had thc natural advantages cfawocal ri.
materiman and rCApower. -ny eindraneûs or rcstretions oikely te theect h-
expansien of thi export of thcsese renufateurewereomshereforeicrefore, likely to
nderstoodL.drstesentedruscntcs byevelopoingcvlo"in, couMr.Res. 1lf.iza went on
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to say that he would therofore urge the developed countries to bring to bear
a positive approval. to this problem. If positive stops were not taken to ensure
that the less-developed countries also gained in economic stability through the
expansion of their own trade, it ws quite probable that they might start
looking for altr-native sources or adopt such other measures as might not be
conducive to strengthening the economy of the free world.

Commenting onthe Tariff Conference.Mr. Riza said that, in respect of
tht; bul' of their imports, therewas little scope for theless-developed
countries to reduce their already low tariffs There was thu further considera-
tion that these countries needed theuse of the tariff -to raise finance for
their development programruos. It wa.s te bi, hoped that the; industrialized
countries for their rart wouldtake a liberal attitude toward tho granting
of concessiorns benefiting thelessdevoloped countries. As for Pakistan,
there Was a lack of balance balance the concessions given by it in the past
and those it had received. These, in a way, therefore,constituted advance
concessions, for which Pakistan should be given credit.

Mr. GOLAN (Israel) pointedout that, in its efforts to promoted exports,
Israel had been facing the same kind of obstacles us had been identified
in the report of Committee III, and which been further elaborated and
emphasized in document,W.17/11; his delegation fully sebscribed to this
document.

Mr. PERERA (Ceylon) said he wouldnot repeatwhathad already been
said by the representatives of less-developed countries. He simply wished
to endorse what had been said by theserepresentatives and to commend to
the serieus attention cf the CONTRACTING PARTIESboththe report of
Committee. ïII and the note submitted by the group of less-developed countries
in document li.17/11.

Mr. CASTLE (New Zealand) said the.that,unfortunatelyCommittee II had
not been able su far to make positive recciïmendations. This did not mean
that the Committee's -work had been unifruitful, as it had drown the attention
of the CONTRACTING PARTIES both to the magnitude of the agricultural trade
problem ond to the- demage that had been caused to agricultural exporting
countries through the retention of restrictions by many potential importers.
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From the documents prepared by the secretariat and from the recent
discussion in the Committee, it was apparent that thore was indeed a
very widespread use of ilon-tariff measures which were having a substan-
tial effect in limiting the expansion of trade opportunities. As
regards dairy products which, together with meat, were of primary interest
to New Zealand, it '"as evident that practically all countries were using
non-tariff measures affecting production, consumption, export and import
of these products. Further, it was evident that important tariff conces-
sions were being either nullified or frustrated by the measures. When
the Committee drafted its. next report early in 1961 it was to be hoped
that there would be agreement among the major importing and exporting
countries on recommenndations aiming to improve this situation. .As regards
meat, the high level of demand existing in the world at the present time
removed the need for the maintenance of restrictions. In New Zealand's
view, Committee II was now in a position to take practical stops to over-
come the problems which had been so clearly defined, and it was to be
hoped that there would be no delay in agreeing on satisfactory measures
for alleviating and rectifying- the present difficulties.

Mr. Castle went on to say that, at the sixteenth session, his
delegation had referred to the need to fird same solution to the problem
of access for agricultural imports which would enable meaningful tariff
negotiations to take place. In this connexion, a critical stage had
now been reached and it had already been stressed in the Tariff Negotia-
tions Conmittee itself that, unless some solution was found to the
problem of agriculture in Europe, a satisfactory outcome to the current
series of negotiations could not be expected. Commenting on the work
of Committee II in connexion with the measurement of agricultural protec-
tion, Mr. Castle said that his delegation were hopeful that a method
would be devised which would enable countries to make such measurements
and that, having done so, the results would persuade there that it
was in their own interests, as well as in the interests of the exporters,
to move to a freer world market for agricultural products.

In conclusion, Mr. Castle referred to the report of Committee III and
to document W.17/11. As regards New Zealand's own policies, he would
mention that raw materials and tropical foodstuffs entered from or at a
low rate of duty. Nevertheless, his Government was continuing to explore
what further action could be taken.
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Mr. KAMALAPRIJA. (Cuba) paid tribute to the Chairman of Committee III for
the way in which he had tried ta bring together the conflicting points Of view
and interests in the Committee.

Mr. KRUNIC (Yngoslavia), in reference to Committee II, said that the
progress so far made by the Committee had not been as much as had been hoped
for but, given the complexities of the problems involved, contracting parties
could nevertheless be sat-isfied with the work that had been done. Committee Il
had a task of great importance because, particularly in view of the increasing
number of new members, it was more than e ver necessary to demonstrate through
deeds the effectiveness of GATT Failure to solve the problem of agricultural
protection in industrial countries would not only further undermine the balance
in the GATT provisions, but would also cause the interest of potential new
members tO become less.. His delegation felt that a solution ta the problems
concerned could be found through the co-operation of governments and by using
the pragmatic approach which was characteristic of GATT. The rules of GATT
covering trade in agricultural products were clear; what was necessary was the
application of those rules through the medium of negotiation and consultation.
The Tariff Conference could also have favourable consequences in the agricultural
field if agricultural exporting countries could succeed in getting results which
would put their efficient agricultural production in a better position vis-à-vis
protected uneconomic production. Finally, Mr. Krunic expressed the hope that,
at its n.ext meeting, Committee II would find it possible ta reach definite and
pre bise conclus ions;

Commenting on Committee III, Mr. Krunic said that the Committee was dealing
with one of the fundamental problems of world trade, namely the inequality
resulting front differences in levels of econonic development. Pointing out that,
as in the case of Committes II, the tangible results of the work of Committee III
were still awaited, Mr. Krunic concluded by drawing attention to document W.17/11;
he said that his delegation were ready to support most of the conclusions con-
tained in that document.

Jr. PHIILiPS (Australia), having referred to the perhaps critically
important stage reached in the work of Committee II, said the- there had already
been sufficient examination in the Committee to demonstrate the justification
for Australia's well--known views about the disparity between the conditions under
which agricultural products entered into international trade as compared with
those which applied ta industrial products. Mi. Phillips went on to say that
it should not be assumed, because of its patience in the face of the slow progress
which had so far been made by Committee II, that Australia was satisfied Simply
because the problems concerned were receiving attention. Commenting on the draft
of the report which the Committee was :in the process of preparing and which, he
recognized, had no status at this stage, Mr. Phillips said that. the draft seemed
to be taking the right direction, in the sense that it highlighted important
issues such as the high level of price or inceme support in importing countries,
the difficulty of reconciling these measures of protection with the principles
and obligations of GATT and the fact that insufficient attention appeared to
have been paid by countries to the consequences for international trade of price
support policies. In commantion with his reference to the critical stage of
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Committee IIs work, Mr. Phillips pointed out that, as was known, Austalia's
participation in the forthcoming round of tariff negotiations was largely
contingent upon the willingness of the industrialized countries to negotiate
conditions of entry for agricultural products. His delegation would hope that
countries would take an honest and careful look at their protection for agri-
cultural. products with a view to seeing to viat extent and in what ways they
could negotiate reductions which would have consequential benefits for agri-
cultural exporters and thereby for international trade as a whole. Failure to
do so would considerably reduce the scope and success of the negotiations for
countries like Australia. Finally, Mr. Phillips expressed his delegations
satisfaction that Conmmittee II had been able to make a start on the question
oa the measurement of agricultural protection, although ît was regrettable that
it had taken two years to got this under way.

Commenting on the common agricultural policy of the EEC, Mr. philips said
he hoped the Commuity, in the formulation of this policy, would take account
of the concerns about, levels of protection and the techniques used which had
been made kaown by agricultural exporters in Committee II. lis delegation, like
others considered it would be in the interests of all if the EEC's proposals
could be discussed in the GATT forum.

Turning to the report of Committee III, Mr. Phillips said that the Comitteets
report showed progress on the first list of products, but it had to be recognized
that much of the progress described resulted from action which contracting parties
should be taking in any case and could not be considered as a response to the
views expressed by Committee IIT. Further, what response there had been had
come fr 'n the smaller rather than the bigger contracting parties. The question
of' manufactures produced by the less-developed countries raised issues of funda-
mental importance as it wes the tariff which these countries considered to be
the main obstacle to their exports, The main question was whether contracting
parties were maintaining tariffs of a higher level than they actually needed;
it would, of course, be difficult to make a judgment on this. In conclusion,
Mr. Phillips said that, given the complexities of international trade, it was
difficult to solve major problems in this field in the short term. What was
needed, in the context of the work of both Committee II and III, was some
movement towards a solution, with some tangible, practical benefits accruing
in the short term.

Mr. XYDIS (Greece) sa .d that it should be recognized that the economic
development of the less-developed countries should be the object of special
treatment on the part of the developed countries. This should consist of a
greater absorption by the developed countries of primary products produced by
countries in the process of development, so as to contribute, to the diversifica-
tion of these countriest economies. He commended both the report of Committee III
and document W.17/11 to the attention of the CONTRACTING PARTIES who, he hoped,
would act on them.
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Mr, RYSKA, (Czechoslovakia), in refrence to the report of Committee III,
saîd that the existing international machinery did not measure up to the needs
c the less-developed countries. Deliberate action shuuld be taken by the
industrialized countries to accelerate changes in the pattern of world production
and the direction of trade. His delegation favoured the development of processing
industries of domestic raw materials in the less-developed countries. Continuing,
Mx.RYSKA said that he would like to eliminate certain misconceptions whi ch
*appeared to exist regarding Czechoslovakiats economic system. In this connexion
he would point out that recently Czechoslovakia had reduced, inter alia, the
price of coffee by 12 per cent, although changes of this sort were of minor
importance compared with the influence exercised on the volume and pattern of
imports by the growth of Czechoslovakiats economy and by the increasing purchasing
power of the population. Mr. Ryska then gave some details of the economic and
social improvements, including the lowering of price levels and increases in
salaries, that had been effected since the war. An increase of 30 per cent in
person. consumption was envisaged by 1965. This indicated the extent to which
Czechoslovakia's imports would expand and the increasing opportunities that would
be presented to its trading partners. He then quoted figures indicating the
substantial percentage increases in such imports as cocoa, coffee, rice, tea,
tobacco, natural rubber, wool, cotton and jute. It should be recognized that
such remarkable and uninterrupted progress was the result of planned, rational
development. The commodity by commodity approach was inadequate to solve the
problem which really should be tackled comprehensively.

Mr. OLDINI (Çhile) in reference to paragraph 7 of document W.17/11, whore
it was stated that the less-developed countries could not offer reciprocal tariff
concessions to counterbalance those in the tariffs for their exports, said that
he had been interested tv hear the comments of' the representative of the United
States and of the Commission of the EEC which had a bearing on this problem.
Continuing, Mr. Oldini said that there was, in any case, a need both to define
what was meant by reciprocity and to attempt to equate it with the notion of
equity, taking into account all the relevant factors, including the fact that
restrictions on international trade obliged the loss-developed countries to
restrict imports, with a consequential slowing down of economic development
and a lowering of living standards. Mr. Oldini then referred to another point
taken up in document W.17/11 which again invited contracting parties to reexamine
their commercial policies with a view to eliminating measures which impeded the
efforts of the less-developed countries to establish their own processing
industries. It was Iogical that countries producing raw materials should be
given every encouragement to process those materials domestically. What the
less-developed countries wanted was the kind of help which would enable them to
help themselves; the greater their ability to live on their own resources, the
less their need for foreign aid. What was needed was a durable solution and a
point of departure for this kind of action would be found in paragraph 48 of
Committee IIII's report.

Mr. DE BESCHE (Sweden), in reference to Committee II, said that the shortness
of' he Committeets report by no means reflected the amount of work and progress
achieved so far. He then commented on the last part of the Committee's report
dealing with the question of the measurement of agricultural protectionism, where
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reference was made to Sweden as one of the countries invited to participate in
the planned pilot studies. Sweden was willing to take part in this work. Its
acceptance of the invitation to participate tock for granted, however that the
studies would be as restricted as possible without, however, thereby jeopardizing
theïr aim, and that the material already available, in particular the extensive
documentation from the recent consultations on Swedents agricultural policies,
would be used.

1r. de Besche then commented on Committee III. He said that the task of
increasing the export earning capacity of less-developed countries was an
essential part of the general problem. of assistance ta these countries. I
developing nations could find no outlet on the world market for their products
they would never be able to place their economies on a sound basis and all
technical and financial assistance would have been in vain. The manner in which
this problem was solved would also have a decisive bearing on the relationship
between Lndustrialized and non-industrialized couatries and on the future of
Wouldtr> itself Lgainst the background of the aims and objectives of the
General Agreemntthe task of Committee III could not be taken lightly, and the
CONTRACTING PARTIES must assume the responsibility of accomplishing the task.
which was before them. They should, therefore, not restrict themselves to merely
approving the Commitee's report; they should instead strengthen the appeals
of the Committee by recommending all member countries to undertake a serious
review of their tariffs, internal fiscal charges, quantitative restrictions and
restrictive State trading. There were many fields where it should be possible
ta achieve practical, if limited, solutions. The CONTRACTING PARTIES ould,
threfore, instruct the Committeeto continue to analyze the effects of obstacle
to trade, wherever they may be found, to consider the feasibility of a system of
consultations cr negotiations and to draft specific recommendations for action
ta be taken within the framework of GATT.

Mr. WARREN(Canada), in reference to the 1960-61 Tariff Conference, said
it was of the greatest importance that the work being currently done during tho
first phase of the conference should succeed and that it should succeed soon.
The renegotiations involved were very complex and special efforts would have
ta be made particularly i. the agricultural field. It was difficult ta visualize
the renegotiations being completed satisfactorily without agricultural exporting
countries finding some way in the renegotiations to be assured of the opportunity
of competing on the markets of the Six on reasonable terms. Success in the
current renegotiations might be a prerequisite for the success of the reund of
negotiations beginning in 1961. Commenting on the colon agricultural policy
of theEEC, Mr'. Warren said he supported the United States suggestion that the
EEC should be invited ta discuss their proposals for a common. agricultural policy
with the CONTRACTING PARTIES To be useful, such a discussion should take ;Lace
in good time, before the authorities of the Community took their final decisions
in this matter.

In reference to Committee IIl Mr. Warren said that the consultations con-
ducted by tha Committee had reveal. clearly the widespread use of non-tariff
measures of protection and the consequential impairment of tariff concessions.
His delegation hoped that the Committee would be able to arrive at a realistic
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appraisal of the adverse effects can trade of these measures, and that, the
Committee would be in a position to communicate its views to the contracting
parties before the eight-eenth session,

Mr. T2 - en said that Canada strongly supported -the work of Committee III
and hoped governments. both of industr-.alized and less-developed countries,
would, in the development of their commercial policies, take full account of
the need to assist in promoting the economic development of the less-.developed
countries by opening up better opportunitLes for -an expansion of their trade.

Mr. VALLADAO (Brazil) referred to the analyses of the problems concerned
and to the appeal of the less-developed count-ies contained. in the documents
now before the CONTRACTING PARTIES,While, since the sixteenth session, certain
governments had given evidence of a greater understanding of the problems of
the less-developed countries, this was not so in the majority of cases. In
some sectors there was a tendenay for the situation to become aggravated because
of measures taken eo the detriment of the export interests of the lpss-developed
countries. To be successful, the work and recommendations of Committee III must
find the industrialized countries receptive. The Committee had posed the problems
and had suggested the solutions. Iu reference to document W.17/11, Mr. Valladao
said it was to be hoped that the industrialized countries would not approach the
forthcoming tariff negotiations motivated only by commercial considerations.

Having expressed the hope that it would now be possible for more rapid
progress to be made by Committee II, Mr., VaIladao supported the suggestion of
the United States delegation. in . : with a possible discussion of the

EEC's common agricultural policy in the GATT_ foe1ni and expressed the hope that
the Community would be able to agree with this suggestion.

Mr. IBSEN (Norway) said that his delegation fully supported the future
work programme proposed by Committee Il. It likewise wel-comed the report cf
Committee III. His Çovernmentconsidered that the question of the trade
relations between the industrialized and the less.-developed countries was one
of the most important in the world today. It was not sufficient for the indus-
trialized countries only to make loans and direct investments in the less-
developed countries. They should do more t o facilitace the flow of exports
from the less-developed countries.

Mr. LINDLEY (United Kingdom), in reference to Nigeriats request to become
a member of Committee III, said his delegation would welcome the participation
of Nigeria in the Committee. Mr. Lindley went on to say that his delegation
supported the comments made by the representative of the United States about
the use of Article XXVIII. His delegation considered that the whole structure
of GATT would be weakened if a number of contracting parties withdrew bindings
on the grounds that. at some future time, they might wish to increase the tariffs
on certain items which they had bound,
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Mr. CUHRUK (Turkey) said that most of the observations he would have made
had already been made by earlier speakers. Having commented on the fact that
account was taken during the work of Committee I of certain concerns of the
less-developod countries, Mr. Cuhruk said that, as a result of the work of
Committee II, the effects of national agricultural policies on trade in agri-
cultural products were now better understood, and the Committee had reached a
stage in its programme vben it could begin the attack on the causes of the
present difficulties. hs regards Committee III, the practical results achieved
by tho Committee were disappointing. Stressing the great importance of Com-
mittee III tu the less-developed countries, Mr. Cuhruk said that, if the
suggestions contained in document W.17/11 submitted by a group of these
countries were acted upon, the difficulties surrounding their exports and
export earnings would be greatly alleviated.

Mr. BA GALE (Burma) stressed the great importance of the work of Committee III
to Burma; this work was also, in the view of his delegation, of equal importance
to the industrialized countries. Commentingthat most less-developed counties felt
that they did not derive the advantages they should from membership of the GATT
Mr. Ba Gale said he felt that the optimism of his delegation as to the outcome
of the Committee's work would not be misplaced, recognizing that it was, presumably,
the universal desire to uplift living standards in the less-developed countries.

The CHAIMAN at the end of the discussion said that, as he moved the
adoption of the reports of Committee II and Committee III, he was certain that
the discussion which had taken place and especially the earnest appeal which had
been put forward by the less-developed countries would be given due weight by
delegations and governments.

The repcrt o Committee II (L/À326) and the report of Committee III (L/1321)
were adopted separately by the CONTRACTING PARTIES.

The Chairman went on to say that Committee III would have a short meeting
before the end of the session to draw up a programme of work for the inter.
sessional period. He then proposed that, as requested by the two countries
concerned, Tunisia should become a member of Committee Il and Nigeria a member
of Committee III.

This was agreed.
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3. Central American Free Trade Area (L/1302 and Add.1-2)

The CHAIRMAN said that the CONTRACTING PARTIES, by the Decision of
13 November 1956, had agreed that Nicaragua was entitled, in accordance with
paragraph 10 of article XXIV: to claim the benefits of the provisions of
Article XXIVfor participation in the Central American Free Trade Area. The
Treaty entered into force in July 1959 with its acceptance by the Governnents
of El Salvador, Guatemala and Nicaragua. Under the Decision of 13 November 1956
Nicaragua was required to furnish an annual report ;on the progress achieved
towards tbe elimination of tariffs and other restrictive regulations of commerce
within the free-trade area". Accordingly, this item now appeared on the agenda
of the CONTRACTING PARTIES for the first time. The first annual report by the
Government of Nicaragua (L/1302) explained that. since the Treaty had not been
in operation for a full calendar year, it was not possible to provide statistical
data showing the development cf trade under the Treaty. The Government of
NIcaragua stated that, next year, a report on trade development and on other
activities "intended to bring about the economic integration of the area? would
be provided,, The Chairman said that in these circumstances and in view of the
fact that Nicaragua was not represented at the present session2 he would suggest
that the first report (L/1302) be noted and the Executive Secretary be asked tO
arrange, after consultation with the Government of Nicaragua, for developments
under the Treaty to be examined in 1961 either by the Council or at a session
of the CONTRACTING PARTIES; this examination te take place when a representative
of Nicaragua could participate.

This was agreed.

Mr. PASTORI (Uruguay) said that the delegation of Uruguay wished it to be
noted that, in their opinion, paragraph 10 of article XXIV of the GATT did net
apply to free-trade areas which included numbers which were not contracting
parties to the GATT where the Treaty or Convention establishing such area was
in conformity with Article XXIV.

4. Nicaragua-El Salvador Frce Trade Area (L/1288)

The CHAIRMAN said that, in the absence of a representative of Nicaragua,
he had examined the report submitted by the Government and had found that there
was no significant change from the reports submitted in the previous two years.
He therefore suggested that, as on earlier occasions, the report should be
noted.

The CONTRACTING PARTIES took note of the report submitted by the Government
of Nicaragua.

5. Certification of rectifications and modifications of schedules
(L/132l4 and Add.1)

The CHAIRMAN recalled that it was agreed at the fifteenth session that,
instead of putting modifications and rectifications of schedules into Protocols
requiring the signature of every contracting party the CONTRACTING PARTIES
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should in future follow the procedure of certification envisaged in the revised
Article XXX although the amendments to that article had not yet entered into
force. As shown in document L/1324, amendments to about ten schedules had been
prepared for certification. These amendments resulted from action under various
articless of the Genaral Agreement. Individual contracting parties had been
asked to indicate their approval of the rectifications and modifications as
distributed and it was intended to askthe CONTRACTING PARTIES at this session
to adopt the text of the decision set out in AnnexC to document L/1324.
However, as explained in the addendum to L/1324, which had just been distri-
buted, it would not be possible to obtain approval of the lists during the
present session. In these circumstances, the proposed decision with the amend-
ments to the schedules -anexed to it, could not be adopted at the present session.
Nevertheless the CONTRACTING PARTIESmight agree upon the text of the decision
90 that, when final approval of the lists had been obtained from individual
contracting parties, the decision with the lists annexed could be submitted for
adoption without delay, possibly by postal ballot.

The CONTRACTING PARTIES found that the text of the decision in Annex C
in document L/1324 was acceptable. They also agreed that the decision and
the annexed schedules, after these have been approved, could be submitted by
postal ballot for adoption.

The meeting adjourned at 7.15 p.m.


